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Running theme of the Symposium 
Integration – How are we going 
to tie all these data together? 

• Political 
• Policy 
• Administrative 
• Economic 
• Scientific and technical 

– Ecological 
– Statistical 
– Geographic 



On GIS Salespeople 

   
 
 

A GIS salesperson dies and goes to 
Heaven. Saint Peter gives him a chance 
to look at the new quarters, both in 
Heaven and Hell, before deciding.  

The GIS salesperson looks in Hell and 
finds that people are having a lot of fun 
and having great parties, whereas, 
those in Heaven were meditating and 
leading a sedentary life.  



On GIS Salespeople 

   
 
 

So have you decided asks St. Peter? The 
salesperson quietly responds by saying that 
he has chosen to go with the other crowd.  

As he entered Hell, he was shocked to see 
whipping and burning of people in oil was 
going on. He asks Satan what is the deal, 
earlier I saw a great party place.  

Satan says what you saw was a demo…  



On GIS Consultants 

   
 
 

A GIS consultant was visiting a sheep farmer in rural Iowa and 
said that he was going to predict the number of sheep in the 
farmer’s flock. Using state-of-the-art GIS/GPS, the consultant 
predicted 846 sheep in the flock. The farmer was amazed and 
let the consultant have a sheep. The consultant picked an 
animal and put it in his van.  
 
Just as the consultant was leaving, the farmer said how about 
giving me a chance to get even? If I can guess what your 
profession is, can I have something in return. The consultant 
said, fine. The farmer said you must be a consultant. 
 
The consultant was surprised and asked the farmer, how did he 
know? 
 



On GIS Consultants 

   
 
 

 
The farmers response was: 
§ First you came here without being invited.  
§ Secondly, you charged me a fee to tell me 
something I already knew.  
§ Thirdly, you do not understand anything 
about my business, and I'd really like to have 
my dog back.  
  



Geographic Information Systems 
 

   
 
 

Knowing where things are, 
and why they are there, is 
essential to rational decision 
making. 
 
Adapted from Jack Dangermond, 
ESRI, A major GIS company 
  
 



Capacity of 
humans from 
sensing to 
comprehension. 



U G N      6 
R D G U     24 
O T A N B     120 
O I R N H E     720 
E H W A R E T    5,040 
U B I A T E S L    40,320 
T D E I O C N R U   181,440 

Statistics, Sampling, & Forensics 

Unscramble these words 



 

OLIUSTAMENSU     
479,001,600 

Statistics, Sampling, & Forensics 

Unscramble these words 



Brain & Comprehension  

   
 
 

THIS WILL TRIP U OUT!! 
Don't delete this just because it looks weird. 
Believe it or not, you can read it. 
 
I cdnuolt blveiee taht I cluod aulaclty uesdnatnrd waht 
I was rdgnieg.The phaonmneal pweor of the hmuan 
mnid aoccdrnig to rscheearch at Cmabrigde 
Uinervtisy, it deosn't mttaer in waht oredr the ltteers in 
a wrod are, the olny iprmoatnt tihng is taht the frist 
and lsat ltteer be in the rghit pclae. The rset can be a 
taotl mses and you can sitll raed it wouthit a porbelm. 
Tihs is bcuseae the huamn mnid deos not raed ervey 
lteter by istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe. Amzanig huh? 
yaeh and I awlyas thought slpeling was ipmorantt!  



Why do we take 
environmental 
measurements? 



To understand 
the structure 
and function 
of ecosystems. 



Ecosystem: The 
interacting system of a  
biological community 
and its non-living 
environmental 
surroundings. 



Ecosystem is a system 
of living (plant, animal, 
and microorganism 
communities) and their 
associated non-living 
environment interacting 
and functioning as a 
whole. 



Ecosystems have no 
fixed boundaries; 
instead, based on the 
purpose of analysis, a 
fish tank, a single lake, 
a watershed, or an 
entire region could be 
considered an 
ecosystem.  



At least one 
component of an 
ecosystem must be 
living.  



Structure: How 
is the system 
organized, 
arranged, or put 
together? 



How are you able to do 
the following? 
Finding books in the library 
Ability to navigate on highways 
Looking up a telephone number 
Locating things on the Web 
Surveying the content of books 
Calling anybody around the world 
Recalling information from memory 



On Organization  

n  Zen and the Art of Motor Cycle 
Maintenance by Robert Pirsig (1974) 

n  www.visualcomplexity.com 



Scale in Systems 
Explore the universe of  

big things to small things  
Over 41 orders of magnitude 

Source: 
http://csaweb.yonsei.ac.kr/~rhee/2000/universe/ 























































































Technology: Electron 
microscopes to radio-
telescopes has 
enabled us to 
visualize these things 

 







Function: The purpose or 
why a system is organized 
in a particular way defines 
its function (such as 
biogeochemical cycling).  

 



 
Function: In the case of 

humans, some of the 
functions include 
circulation, respiration, 
digestion, reproduction, 
and so on. 



On wrong questions 
-- Dan Livingston – 
On sensors and 
systems. 



Identify the functions of:  
§ This room 
§ A human body 
§ An automobile 
§ Washington DC 
§ Ecosystems 
§ Biosphere 

 



On the difference 
between terrestrial 
and aquatic 
systems (food 
chains and webs). 



Terrestrial Foodchain 

© Brooks/Cole Publishing Company / ITP"



Aquatic Foodchain 



To understand 
the structure 
and function of 
ecosystems? 



Units of Measurements 

Environmental Measurements 



Metric System 
Distance     Weight        Volume  Scale 
Nanometer      Nanogram      Nanoliter  109   

Micrometer     Microgram     Microliter  106 

Millimeter      Milligram       Milliliter  103 

Centimeter     Centigram      Centiliter  102 

Meter      Gram          Liter   1 
Kilometer      Kilogram         Kiloliter  10-3 

Environmental Measurements 



Cubic Feet Per Second (CFS): A 
measure of the volume of a substance 
flowing through space within a fixed 
period of time. (in this case, one second). 

Environmental Measurements 



 
mg/l    ug/l    ng/l   
       
ppm   ppb   ppt   

      
1/106   1/109   1/1012 

Environmental Measurements 



 
 

  Bioconcentration   
  Bioaccumulation 
  Biomagnification 

 

Environmental Measurements 



Bioconcentration: The 
accumulation of a chemical in 
tissues of a fish or other 
organism to levels greater than 
in the surrounding medium. 

Environmental Measurements 



Bioaccumulation: The increase in 
concentration of contaminants in 
living organisms as they take in 
air, water, or food because the 
substances are very slowly 
metabolized or excreted. 
  

Environmental Measurements 



Biomagnification: Refers to the process 
whereby certain substances such as 
pesticides or heavy metals move up the 
food chain, work their way into rivers or 
lakes, and are eaten by aquatic organisms 
such as fish, which in turn are eaten by 
large birds, animals or humans. The 
substances become concentrated and 
magnified in tissues or internal organs as 
they move up the chain. 

  

Environmental Measurements 



8.33 Million-fold 
 magnification 



 
" Habitat 
" Persistence 
" Synergism 

 
 

Environmental Measurements 



Concepts in Growth 

Environmental Measurements 



" Concepts in Growth 
  Arithmetic 
  Exponential 
  Logistic (Sigmoid)   
  

Environmental Measurements 
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Ecological Principles 
  Stability                   
    Diversity 
     
 Complexity  
  Information Feedback   
   Positive
     
 Negative   
  Self Regulation 
 

Environmental Measurements 



Stability: Persistence of 
structure over time. 
  

Environmental Measurements 



Diversity: A measure 
of variety and density. 
  

Environmental Measurements 



Biodiversity: Refers to the variety and 
variability among living organisms 
and the ecosystems in which they 
occur. Diversity can be defined as the 
number of different items and their 
relative frequencies. 

 

Environmental Measurements 



  
Complexity: A measure of richness of 
interactions in an ecosystem. 

  

Environmental Measurements 



                     + Regulator  Σ                    -  Standard 

Sensor 

Environment 

Information Feedback 



 
Information feedback systems consist of an 
environment, a sensor, a standard, and an 
action device. The sensor senses the 
environment, compares the result to a 
standard, and takes action to alter the 
environment resulting in a new  
environment. The sensor goes back to work 
and the process begins again. This process 
is known as information feedback. 
    

Environmental Measurements 



Negative Feedback: If the sensor and/
or the action device is (are) able to 
perform appropriately and all actions 
lead to changes in more than one 
direction, the feedback is 
characterized as negative (Examples 
include: all living and functioning 
organisms in good health). 

Environmental Measurements 



Self-regulation: Ability to function 
within a framework of negative 
feedback. 

  

Environmental Measurements 



Regulation is not a bad word 
 

Environmental Measurements 



2014 Draft Report o Congress on 
the Benefits and Costs of Federal 
Regulations and Unfunded Mandates 
on State, Local, and Tribal Entities. 
OMB (2014). Office of Information 
and Regulatory Affairs. 107p. 

Environmental Measurements 



Estimates of the Total Annual Benefits and Costs of 
Major Federal Rules by Agency, Oct 1, 2003- Sep 30, 
2013 (Billions of 2010$)  

     Billions  Billions 
     2010$  2010$ 

Agency  # of Rules   Benefits  Costs 
Agriculture     4   1-1.4   1-1.4   
Energy   14   11-20  5-7 
HHS    18   20-45  3-6 
Homeland S    2   0-1   0.1-0.3 
HUD      1   3   1 
Justice     4   2-5   1-1.3 
Labor     8   9-26   3-6 
DOT    28   19-32  8-15 
EPA    34   165-850  38-46 
DOT & EPA     3   33-60  9-17 

Total           116   262-1,042  69-102  



Across the federal government, the 
rules with the highest estimated 
benefits and costs, by far come from 
the EPA and in particular from its 
office of Air and Radiation. EPA rules 
account for 63 to 82% of the 
monetized benefits and 46 to 56% 
of the monetized costs. Rules that 
have as either primary or significant 
aim to improve air quality account 
for 98 to 99% of the benefits of EPA 
rules (OMB, 2014).    

Environmental Measurements 




















